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Erratum: Restricted active space calculations of L-edge X-ray absorption spectra: From molecular orbitals to multiplet states [J. Chem. Phys. 141, 124116 (2014) In the original paper, the core restricted active space (RAS) calculations of the ferric ion included the wrong number of sextet states in A 1u symmetry.
1 The correct number of states should be three instead of zero. The original description of the number of states should be changed from: "For B 1u , B 2u , and B 3u this means 72 doublet, 37 quartet and 4 sextet states each, while the corresponding numbers for A 1u symmetry are 69, 39 and 0" to "For B 1u , B 2u , and B 3u this means 72 doublet, 37 quartet and 4 sextet states each, while the corresponding numbers for A 1u symmetry are 69, 39 and 3".
The original core RAS spectra of the high-spin systems included a minor peak at approx. 718 eV, not observed in spectra from the ligand-field multiplet model. The corrected core RAS spectra agrees well with the multiplet spectra, see Fig. 1 .
The graphical analysis of the orbital contributions to the final spectra has also been updated, see Fig. 2 .
The conlusions of the paper are not affected by the current corrections. 
